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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We often include communications refreshers in Grants to States conferences to remind state libraries of the ways to identify IMLS as the source of various funded projects. Since a great deal of changes have occurred since the last time we met in person, we’ll cover those common refreshers while also reviewing new IMLS site updates, your state profiles, and other elements we use to tell your state’s story.We have two “companion presentations” related to getting the story out during this year’s conference. This presentation will focus on what IMLS values from a communications standpoint, the national story, etc., while the second session after the morning break will dive into state perspectives.



Looking Ahead: CoP lessons learned

• Important to think about measurement and data 
collection, and how you will determine “not 
achieved/partly achieved/achieved” status 

• Marrying aspirational goals with operational 
objectives/projects

• Your plan is a roadmap for both you and your evaluator
• “Playing the long game”- remembering the next five-

year evaluation throughout the plan period

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we discuss the new five-year plans, it’s important to reflect on the previous evaluation cycle while it’s fresh in our memories. To do that, Taletha Derrington from the Office of Research and Evaluation will discuss some observations and summaries she made while she was overseeing the Community of Practice for the 2018-2022 evaluation cycle. We hope these reflections will serve as a possible roadmap for the next evaluation.TalethaRepresentative of ORE and the community of practice How we can reflect on the evaluation process and how it can be a roadmap for the next evaluation



Applying Eval CoP Learnings to 5-Year 
Plans

• Consider measurement in writing your goals: 
 Ask

— Are they measurable? 
— Are they aspirational or operational? 
— Are they achievable? 
— What does “achievement” mean?
— Are there too many? 

 Look at past goals, identify/clarify perceptions 
and expectations

• Plan for data collection and analysis
• Leverage the data for implementation wins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taletha- Reinforcement from morning session on evaluation



2023-2027 Plan “Press Conference”

• Overall impressions of 
the process

• How did the previous 
plan’s evaluation 
influence this plan?

• How will you measure 
in the new plans:
• Goals
• Focal areas
• Beneficiaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s kick off the first “press conference” session: we’d love to hear from you at your tables; what were your impressions of the five-year plan process? Did the previous plan’s evaluation influence this plan? How do you envision using your plan?15 minutes max



Your Plan and the SPR

• This is a critical time for re-thinking 
your reporting process and data 
collection

• Goals can aid in project planning 
and prioritizing

• Don’t forget about the SPR 
dashboard!

This Photo by Unknown Author 
is licensed under CC BY-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a unique time (for MANY reasons), but particularly when thinking about the transition of “putting to bed” your former plan and ramping up to the new plan. Late on in this presentation, I’ll dive more into the timing of the plan transition period, but as we think about using your new plan to guide/influence your SPR reporting, it’s a unique opportunity to be aware of what your new plan is prior to receiving the grant funds that are to be spent in alignment with the new plan. There’s a chance to take a 1000-foot view of your approach to reporting and data collection and make any desired changes and use this new five-year period as a “reset.”One of the more recent SPR updates, the data dashboard, could serve as a way to quickly “check in” on the progress you’re making toward your goals throughout the plan period.

https://thexycode.com/2017/01/16/headlines-make-for-better-communication/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


SPR Dashboard-
LSTA Funds 
Expended by Year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example from IL’s dashboard to demonstrate how the elements of the data dashboard work in your SPR. As you can see, the graph features all five years of a given plan period.Three out of the four dashboard elements offer a snapshot of your SLAA’s spending activity under each goal.  The first summarizes how the LSTA funds were spent each year, categorized by goal. The graphs respond to hovering over certain elements with your cursor, as you can see here, that offers detail about the goal, and specific amount of funds that were spent. 



SPR Dashboard-
Match Funds and 
Total Funds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other two “expenditure-driven” dashboard elements display how match funds were spent, and then the total funds expended. The color coding of the goals remains consistent across all graphs to help easily make visual comparisons.The asterisks next to each of the financial graphs are there to indicate that administrative costs are not included in these visualizations (since admin funds aren’t attributed to a five-year plan goal)



SPR Dashboard-
Projects Graph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final element of the dashboard doesn’t capture expenditures, but instead the distribution of projects across five-year plan goals. As we all know, sometimes the cost of a project doesn’t fully reflect the “achievedness” of a goal, so it’s sometimes helpful to assess the number of projects by contrast.Official “launch” in FFY 2023 because the stimulus funds won’t disproportionately affect the data



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you wanted to do more with the dashboard data, there’s an option to download an excel file of this data. Click the orange “Save State Goals Data” button at the top of the dashboard, and once the data is ready for download the orange “Download” button will appear. Shown here is what the data looks like in Excel.



Using the Crosswalk During Your Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another item in your toolbox for making the reporting process for the next five-year plan smoother is the crosswalk. We have previously discussed the crosswalk in other presentations, mostly in the context of explaining what IMLS is looking for in a “complete” crosswalk. But beyond that, the hope is that the crosswalk can be utilized beyond meeting a requirement and that it can help guide future SPR reporting.This is a sample crosswalk that we’ve used previously when offering guidance on how to structure possible crosswalks in your five-year plan. For the sake of providing a concrete example, I’ll use this crosswalk to demonstrate a hypothetical situation where this is used to guide SPR reporting. I want to emphasize right from the beginning that this isn’t intended to come across as a rigid, prescribed way to have your five-year plan interact with your annual SPR reporting process. The hope is that itReminder: they’re not committed to carrying out the projects listed in their FYP



Sample SPR Projects Aligned to Crosswalk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do this? This could ultimately make your next evaluation process smoother and effective for both you and your evaluator as they work with your SPR data



Using the Crosswalk to Align Projects with Goals



Equipment Requests

• Be mindful of the grant year 
from which the equipment would 
be funded

• Continue to use goals from your 
2018-2022 five-year plan until 
you are spending 2023 Grants 
to States funds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reminder: when sending equipment request messages in Reach, be mindful of the grant year from which the equipment would be funded



Looking Ahead: State Profile Pages

• New plans will be uploaded to each 
state’s profile pages on imls.gov

• Starting in the Fall, Senior Program 
Officers will work with SLAAs on five-
year plan “highlights” for the profile 
page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention that we’ll dive more into this in tomorrow’s presentation about getting the story out- Refer to one-pager version that QM provides (maybe others do as well?)



Looking Ahead: Updating the SPR

• September 30, 2022: Five-year plans accepted

• October 1, 2022: Five-year plan period begins

• Summer 2024: SLAAs will change goals in the SPR

• January 30, 2025: FFY 2023 report due in the SPR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before reporting your 2023 funds in the SPR, don’t forget to update your goalsPoint out with the January 30 deadline that the new deadline begins with the next SPR reporting cycle



Cycle Overlap

Oct 2021 Oct 2022 Oct 2023 Oct 2024 Oct 2025

FY 2018-2022FY 2018-2022

FY 2021 2-year awardFY 2021 2-year award 2021 
SPR

2021 
SPR

FY 2022 2-year awardFY 2022 2-year award 2022
SPR

2022 
SPR

FY 2023-2027FY 2023-2027

FY 2023 2-year awardFY 2023 2-year award 2023 
SPR

2023 
SPR

FY 2024 2-year awardFY 2024 2-year award 2024 
SPR

FY 2025 2-year award



Changing Goals

• Considered a “substantive change” and 
requires approval from IMLS

• If approved after April 1, the goal change 
would not formally take effect until the 
subsequent federal fiscal year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the guidance: “…the revision must be submitted to IMLS as an amendment to the Plan. Such revisions are due not later than April 1 of the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which the amendment shall be effective.”To put this timeline into context, a theoretical example: Charlene Directorson wants to add a new goal to their current five-year plan. She sends in the request to IMLS on June 23, 2023. IMLS accepts the request, but Ms. Directorson and her SLAA can’t officially dedicate LSTA funds to further this new goal until October 1, 2024 (the start of FFY 2025). For context: there were no substantive changes to plans during the last plan period, which is a testament to the broadness of the goals that all of you put in place, especially during a pandemic/national crisis!



Five-Year Plan Comparison

New Plan will 
represent a 

total overhaul 
(in number and 
nature of goals)

New Plan will 
be virtually 
unchanged 
(in number 

and nature of 
goals)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage attendees to complete the dot exercise (this can be done on breaks, throughout the conference, etc.)
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